
Cinematography

Use of different types of film stock





1.Extreme 

close-up shot

2.Close-up 

shot

3.Medium 

shot

4.Medium 

wide shot

5.Wide shot

(full shot)

6.Long shot

Shot composition
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1. Extreme close-up shot shows only a part of a character's face. It 

fills the screen with the details of a subject.



2. Close-up shot shows a character's face and 

shoulders. It is close enough to show subtle 

facial expressions clearly.



3. Medium shot shows a character's upper-body, arms, and head.



4. Medium wide shot shows a character usually cut off across 

the legs above or below the knees. It is wide enough to show 

the physical setting in which the action is taking place, yet it is 

close enough to show facial expression.



5. Wide shot (full shot) shows an entire character from head to toe. 



6. Extreme wide shot (long shot) shows a broad view of the 

surroundings around the character and coveys scale, distance, and 

geographic location.



Horizontal camera angles. Moving the camera around the subject 

horizontally while aiming at the subject creates different camera angles 

below:

1.Frontal. The frontal angle tends to flatten the three dimensionality of facial 

features and environments.

2.Three-quarter front. The three-quarter front angle is more often used 

than the frontal angle or profile because it shows more depth and volumes. 

3.Profile.

4.Three-quarter rear.

5.Rear.



Vertical camera angles. Moving the camera around the subject vertically while 

aiming at the subject creates different camera angles below:

1.High angle. The camera is placed above eye level, looking downward. A high 

angle shot (downshot) can make a character look smaller, younger, weak, 

confused, or more childlike.

2.Eye level. Most commonly used. 

3.Low angle. The camera is placed below eye level, looking upward. A low angle 

shot (upshot) can make a character look bigger, stronger, or nobler. It also gives 

the impression of height.



high angle low angle



But… how do you ‘read’ this image from 

Ivan The Terrible (Sergei Eisenstein, 1945)



And this?



•Two shot shows two characters.

•Over-the-shoulder shot is a close-up of a character as seen over-the-shoulder 

of another person in the foreground. 

Two shot Over the shoulder shot 



Rule of thirds

Rule of thirds divides the frame into thirds both horizontally and vertically. The 

points where the vertical and horizontal lines cross are aesthetically pleasing 

spots to place subjects or to have perspective lines converge. It is usually best 

to avoid placing horizon lines exactly in the middle of a frame, but to place the 

horizon either above or below center, approximately one-third or two-thirds up 

the height of the frame. 







The ‘golden curve’ or ‘golden section’
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Filters





Minority Report uses a blue filter to create 

a futuristic look.







Focal length



The effect is created 

here through the 

depth of field. 

Cinema is a two-

dimensional

medium and a 

cinematographer 

can manipulate our 

sense of place and 

focus our attention 

through the use of 

different lenses. 





Note that the background here is very 

distracting





Spot the difference. What is the effect?



Examples of deep focus







Examples of shallow focus



http://discovermagazine.com/2006/jul/toys
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South Korea’s “The Host” was honoured as best picture at the Asian 

Film Awards ceremony, also picking up best actor, cinematography and 

visual effects prizes.



Aspect ratio



Lighting






